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Writing systems



What is writing? 

Writing is a representation of spoken language; “rendering spoken 
language into a form that can be reconstructed by other humans 

separated by space or time.”

But writing isn’t the same as spoken language. 



What is writing? 

• Writing uses richer vocabulary and more complex 
syntax than spoken language. 

• Writing is highly impoverished relative to spoken 
language: no prosody, gesture, audio-visual 
information, background / environmental context.

• Is there pressure for writing to ‘depart’ from spoken 
language to offer additional information that supports 
rapid access to language through vision? 

Emily Dickinson

Charles Dickens



Word spacing

• Word spacing breaks the link between 
spoken and written language; yet it 
supports skilled, silent reading .

• The emergence of spacing between 
words co-occurred with the 
development of silent reading. 

• Was this a causal relationship?  If so, 
what is the mechanism of change? 

Paul Saenger, 1997



Is writing “optimal”? 

“Every language gets the writing system it deserves.” 
(Halliday; Mattingly; Frost, Seidenberg)

“Every writing system … is a living, breathing organism that must adapt to the ever-changing 
needs of its users, their culture, and the technology of communication.” (Share, 2012)
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Is writing “optimal”? 

“Every language gets the writing system it deserves.” 
(Halliday; Mattingly; Frost, Seidenberg)

“Every writing system … is a living, breathing organism that must adapt to the ever-changing 
needs of its users, their culture, and the technology of communication.” (Share, 2012)

“Writing systems evolve to provide optimal information by weighting the need for maximal 
cues about the spoken words and their specific meanings while using minimal orthographic 

load.” (Frost, 2012)

“The writing systems that have survived support comprehension about equally well. Reading 
comprehension is a constant that is maintained via trade-offs between orthographic 

complexity … and spoken language complexity.” (Seidenberg, 2011)



Writing isn’t always optimal

Uncontracted (English) Braille
Contracted (English) Braille
• Primary form, used in most contexts
• Must be used on US public signage (ADA requirement)
• Fully standardized, ‘rulebook’ for Unified English Braille
• Production + cognitive ease are the stated (intuitive) reasons for contractions

Enormous recognition penalty! 

Fischer-Baum & Englebretson, 2016



Orthographic depth in alphabetic systems

Shallow Deep 

English
one symbol-to-many sounds
many symbols-to-one sound

many exceptions

Serbian
one symbol-one sound
no exceptions

French, Italian, Dutch…

Language Reading Accuracy
Austrian 97%
German 98%

Norwegian 92%
Icelandic 94%
Swedish 95%

Dutch 95%
Danish 71%
English 34%

Seymour et al., 2003 Spencer & Hanley, 2004



English spelling not optimal for learning

spelling-sound predictability -> ease of learning



English spelling not optimal for learning

Initial Teaching Alphabet (ITA)



Would reform optimize English spelling?

We don’t know

Why does spelling-sound inconsistency exist?

spelling-
sound

spelling-
meaning

Would simplification lead to loss of meaningful 
information (thus hindering comprehension)? 

Ana Ulicheva



Would reform optimize English spelling?

pear pair pear

Simplification might make it easier to learn but harder to 
understand



Meaningful morphemic information

curious, atlas, citrus

–OUS means ‘adjective’

cooked, planned, needed

–ED means past tense

• Letter clusters in English become “reserved” for communicating meaning; 
ubiquitous phenomenon (Berg & Aronoff, 2017; Ulicheva et al., 2018)

• This information is not present in spoken language; and communicating it requires 
the spelling system to sacrifice spelling-sound transparency. 



Meaningful morphemic information

curious, atlas, citrus

curius, atlus, citrus

–OUS means ‘adjective’

cooked, planned, needed

cookt, pland, needed

–ED means past tense

• Letter clusters in English become “reserved” for communicating meaning; 
ubiquitous phenomenon (Berg & Aronoff, 2017; Ulicheva et al., 2018)

• This information is not present in spoken language; and communicating it requires 
the spelling system to sacrifice spelling-sound transparency. 

• This information would be lost with a more transparent spelling system.

• Is English spelling in a sweet spot between learnability and comprehension? 



Meaningful morphemic information

Most English suffix spellings are highly diagnostic of grammatical category

Most English suffix spellings provide the only means of expressing a 
sound sequence for a particular grammatical category

Meaningful information is highly visible in English spelling

Ulicheva, Harvey, Aronoff, & Rastle, 2020, Cognition



Meaningful morphemic information

Is it an adjective or noun?
DOMOUS, JIXLET, TERISH, RABNESS … 

• Explicit knowledge of object / property status, linked to strength of cue
• Knowledge superior for adults with higher vocabulary & spelling
• Similar effects in spelling and in eye-tracking experiments



Estimating lexicon density

Density is operationalized as Levenstein Distance

/pɛər/ – /pɛər/

pear    – pair

more dense: Levenstein distance 0 

less dense: Levenstein distance 2 

Levenstein distance between two words is the minimum number 
of single-character edits (insertions, deletions or substitutions) 

required to change one word into the other.

Ulicheva & Rastle, 2021



Estimating lexicon density

For spoken and written monosyllables separately

word1–word2

word1–word3

word1–word4

…

0

1

6

…

Characterise 
frequency 

distribution

(how many pairs 
at each distance)

1. Compare each word 
to every other word

2. Calculate Levenstein
distance for each pair

6,448 word pairs per word 6,448 distance values

More close neighbours = denser lexicon



English lexicon density

Written lexicon is SPARSER than spoken lexicon 
(note bias against this given fewer letters than phonemes)



English lexicon density

Writing pulls phonologically similar words further apart

Written lexicon is sparser



What happens when we reform the spelling?

ʤ J

ʤDGE

ʤGE

…

JAM

LODGE

BINGE

…

List of phoneme-grapheme 
correspondences (PGCs) Lexicon

ʤ J

ʤDGE

ʤGE
…

JAM

LOJ

BINGE

…

ʤ J

ʤDGE

ʤGE
…

JAM

LOJ

BINJ

…

We progressively prune more & more inconsistent PGCs

Measure impact on lexicon density



What happens when we reform the spelling? 

Simpler spelling  less disambiguation

Lower mean = denser lexicon



Optimal system occupies a sweet spot (?)

Meaning Spelling

Sound

spelling-
sound

spelling-
meaning

Intuitions about what makes an optimal writing system for a given 
language may be wrong. 

Learnability 
versus 

Comprehension



How do writing systems become optimal?

Berg & Aronoff, 2017

• Some (anecdotal) evidence of change 
in a direction that increases the 
specificity of English spelling.

• Much more systematic research 
needed to infer diachronic change 
that is relevant to a theory based on 
psychological pressures. 

• Moreover, any theory of the 
“evolution” of writing requires a 
mechanism: variation, selection, 
propagation.  (Heyes, 2018)

• Theoretical claims e.g. “self 
organizing”, “living, breathing” are 
hand-waving without a mechanism. 



Conclusions

• Writing is not the same thing as spoken language. 

• Our intuitions about what makes a writing system optimal may be wrong.

• The field has focused on learnability; representing the sounds of spoken 
language faithfully.  

• But comprehension also matters; reasonable evidence that English spelling 
trades learnability for disambiguation.  

• How is this tradeoff expressed in other languages that vary in their inherent 
ambiguity? 

• Substantial need in this field for more precise theorizing about diachronic 
change and its underpinning mechanisms. 
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Thank you! 
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